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Starting a business can be a very rewarding venture, but you need to take the right steps to market and
promote your business to ensure success for the long run. Your online or home based business will only
survive the competition with a cohesive marketing strategy that you can implement effectively month after
month. Without the right plan, you can end up wasting money and losing out on some great opportunities
to attract customers and make a profit. The beginning and launch stages of your online business are often
the most critical to your growth, and you need an effective marketing strategy to make it through the startup
challenges. Here are some easy marketing strategies to get your business going with a strong start:
Starting a Business with an Attractive Website
Building an attractive website is important because it will introduce your customers to your products and
services. Making sure the website is easy to navigate and browse is essential; you’ll need to develop
quality content and use relevant images to encourage your visitors to stay and explore. Remember that the
longer your visitors stay on the site, the higher the chances that they’ll be interested in buying something.
Starting a Business with a Free Newsletter
Offering free information in the form of a newsletter, eBooks, or even a set of articles is a great way to
attract and retain customers. People are always searching for unique and interesting content, and you can
start building a subscriber list that will be invaluable as your home business grows. An online business is
the perfect opportunity to create an active subscriber list, and you can use this e-mail newsletter to present
and sell your own or affiliate products later on.
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Starting a Business with Online Networking
Online networking has taken on a variety of forms with the growth of the internet, and you can develop a
strong online presence with a variety of tools available. Take the time to share and distribute articles and
content on your site so visitors can learn about your company and brand with ease. Online networking is
important for generating traffic and finding out what your customers are interested in. You can start to
build a community around your website or industry by launching a blog as well; this can attract traffic to
your main site and encourage visitors to ‘stay in touch’ with your site for the long-term.
Starting a Business with Search Engine Optimization Tactics
Search engine optimization has become more important than ever, especially with the growth in sites that
are so similar in scope and content. Earning the top rankings of the search engines will help you capture
visitors as soon as they enter keywords in a search engine’s search box; this works as completely free
advertising for you, and will help you increase the chances of a sale when visitors can find you
immediately. Getting onto the first page of the major search engines is an important asset when you’re
starting a business online or offline, and can help you generate traffic with very little effort. The best way
to do this is to optimize your site with relevant content, appropriate formatting, and make sure the design
and overall presentation is search engine friendly.
Marketing is an important element of starting a business, and you can enjoy long-term success with the
right approach. Take advantage of the different types of marketing strategies for the easiest way to get your
business to the forefront of your industry.
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